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The theory of fluctuating hydrodynamics has been an important tool for analyzing macroscopic
behavior in nonlinear lattices. However, despite its practical success, its microscopic derivation is still
incomplete. In this work, we provide the microscopic derivation of fluctuating hydrodynamics, using
the coarse-graining and projection technique; the equivalence of ensembles turns out to be critical.
The Green-Kubo like formula for the bare transport coefficients are presented in a numerically
computable form. Our numerical simulations show that the bare transport coefficients exist for a
sufficiently large but finite coarse-graining length in the infinite lattice within the framework of the
Green-Kubo like formula. We also point out several differences between the microscopically derived
equations from the phenomenological ones.
Introduction.— Hydrodynamics is a universal theory
that describes the flow of locally conserved quantities.
In addition to the development of numerical computation
of complicated flow in macroscopic systems [1], the con-
cept of hydrodynamics has been extended to nano-fluids
[2] and cold atomic systems [3–5], where the standard hy-
drodynamics in textbooks of fluid dynamics [6] cannot be
directly applied. In particular, for low dimensional fluids,
macroscopic transport coefficients such as heat conduc-
tivity diverge due to long-time tail in the correlation func-
tions [7–11], which has been experimentally observed in
low dimensional materials [12, 13]. Even for such anoma-
lous transport, it has been recognized that fluctuating hy-
drodynamics [6, 14] can provide a quantitative prediction
of dynamical phenomena assuming the form of the equa-
tions and choice of parameter values [8, 15–17]. In order
to deepen our understanding and to control phenomena
more quantitatively, it is desirable to derive fluctuating
hydrodynamics from microscopically mechanical systems
and to establish the connection between the parameter
values and the microscopic Hamiltonian. In this paper,
we provide a clear progress for this problem by studying
low-dimensional nonlinear lattices.
Let qn and pn be variables that represent the position
and momentum of the nth particle in a one-dimensional
lattice. The Hamiltonian is generally described as
H =
∑
n
p2n/2 + V (rn) , rn = qn+1 − qn , (1)
where the masses are set to unity and rn is the stretch
variable. The potential V depends solely on the stretch
variables. Anomalous heat transport, which refers to
the divergence of the heat conductivity, has been exten-
sively studied for this Hamiltonian [9–11]. Since there
are three locally conserved quantities: the stretch, mo-
mentum, and energy, the long time and large distance
behavior of the non-linear lattice may be described by
the effective dynamics of their densities ua(x) at posi-
tion x in the continuous picture, where the Greek sym-
bol such as a stands for the stretch (a = r), momentum
(a = p) and energy (a = ǫ). According to the fluctuating
hydrodynamics theory for this system [16, 17], the time
evolution of ua(x) near equilibrium is assumed to obey
∂tua = −∂x
[
Ja,leq(ur, up, uǫ)
−
∑
a′
D a
′
a ∂xua′ + ξa,x(t)
]
. (2)
Here, Ja,leq denotes the local equilibrium current which
is given as a function of (ur, up, uǫ) for each x. The func-
tional form of Ja,leq is determined from the local equilib-
rium thermodynamics or the local equilibrium distribu-
tion. The terms D and ξ, respectively, stand for dissi-
pation and noise, which are both put by hand in order
that the equilibrium properties are guaranteed, impos-
ing the fluctuation dissipation relation [18]. Recently, in
Ref. [17], Spohn has analyzed the equilibrium current by
transforming the three conserved variables into left and
right moving sound modes, and a heat mode, and conse-
quently derived the nontrivial connection to the Kardar-
Parisi-Zhang equation of the nonlinear chains. In addi-
tion, through the mode-coupling calculation, the anoma-
lous behavior in the current correlation has been clarified.
Consequently, the scaling form of the space-time correla-
tions arising from hydrodynamics has been numerically
confirmed in many types of systems [19–24].
Despite its success, the derivation of fluctuating hydro-
dynamics from Hamiltonian dynamics is still incomplete.
In particular, let us focus on the parameter D a
′
a which
is referred to as the bare transport coefficients (Below,
we use this terminology for all related quantities that
are locally transformed). These should be distinguished
from the macroscopic transport coefficients measured un-
der non-equilibrium conditions, such as heat conductiv-
ity. The latter corresponds to renormalized transport co-
efficients obtained by taking hydrodynamic fluctuations
into account. The fundamental problem here is to derive
the bare transport coefficientsD a
′
a from Hamiltonian dy-
2namics. We remark that while the diffusion term formula
for integrable chains has been studied in the framework
of generalized hydrodynamics [25–27], it is unavailable
for non-integrable systems in view of the fact that a sim-
ple application gives a divergence in this case. Hence, a
more strict and general formulation is necessary to com-
plete the fluctuating hydrodynamics theory.
Differences between microscopic expressions of bare
transport coefficients and macroscopic transport coeffi-
cients have been addressed in the context of projection
operator methods [28–31]. However, the debate remained
formal, and the details on the bare transport coefficients
could not be studied due to several uncontrolled func-
tional forms that arise in the derivation. Note that in the
mode-coupling calculations in Ref. [17], the assumption
of finite bare transport coefficients are critical in deriving
diverging heat conductivity. However, the existence of fi-
nite bare transport coefficients is still an open question
especially in one dimension [16]. To fill up this longstand-
ing lacuna, we provide here a systematic derivation of
fluctuating hydrodynamics, and derive the Green-Kubo
like formula in a computable form. We numerically ob-
tain a finite value for the bare transport coefficients D a
′
a
for the Hamiltonian (1).
Coarse-graining and projection.— We consider the
Hamiltonian (1) with the system size N and we im-
pose the periodic boundary conditions rn+N = rn and
pn+N = pn for the stretch and the momentum variables,
respectively [32]. In addition, we introduce the follow-
ing notations to simply indicate phase-space-dependent
conserved quantities at any site n:
cˆr,n := rn, cˆp,n := pn, cˆǫ,n := p
2
n/2 + V (rn) . (3)
Throughout this study, the symbol ˆ on a variable im-
plies that it is a function of the entire phase space Γ
(= (r1, p1, · · · , rN , pN)) and hence, the detailed values
are given once the phase space is specified. We also de-
note the current for the conserved quantities cˆa,n at any
site n by jˆa,n, given by the continuity equation [33].
As a first step to obtain the hydrodynamics, we intro-
duce a coarse-graining for conserved quantities:
uˆa,x := (1/ℓ)
xℓ∑
n=(x−1)ℓ+1
cˆa,n , x = 1, · · · , N/ℓ ,
Jˆa,x := jˆa,(x−1)ℓ+1 ,
(4)
where a = r, p, ǫ. The number ℓ is the coarse-graining
length and hence, we set the total number of sites N to
a multiple of ℓ. Note that the coarse-grained variable uˆ
is again a conserved quantity; i.e., the summation of the
variables over x is conserved. Hence, the local current,
denoted by Jˆ in (4), can be defined. In addition, the con-
tinuity equation for the variables that evolves in time,
uˆta,x, is expressed as ∂tuˆ
t
a,x = {uˆ
t
a,x, Hˆ} = −∇xJˆ
t
a,x,
where {..., ...} is the Poisson bracket and the derivative
is defined as ∇xAx := (1/ℓ)(Ax+1−Ax) for an arbitrary
n
ℓ
x
{cˆa,n, jˆa,n}
{uˆa,x} {uˆa,x+1}
Jˆa,x+1Jˆa,x
FIG. 1. Schematic of the coarse-graining. We define the x-
coordinate with a unit of ℓ sites. Then, we assign the coarse-
grained variables {uˆa,x} for the sector x. In view of the fact
that
∑
x uˆa,x is conserved, the current Jˆa,x, which is located
at local sites in the sector x, is defined.
function Ax. See the schematic in Fig.1. For a sufficiently
large ℓ, the variable uˆa,x becomes a semi-macroscopic
variable, while the current Jˆa,x is a microscopic variable
defined at local sites.
Let ρˆt be the total density function obeying the stan-
dard Liouville equation, ∂tρˆt = {Hˆ, ρˆt} =: Lρˆt. We
then extract the information with respect to the coarse-
grained variables defining the distribution
ft(u) :=
∫
dΓ ρˆt
∏
a,x
δ(uˆa,x − ua,x) , (5)
where the integral is defined over the entire phase space.
This is the distribution that the variable {uˆa,x} takes
the c-number value {ua,x}. Furthermore, we consider
the dynamics of this distribution following the technique
of the projection operator [28, 34]. We use the projection
operator P which projects any function Aˆ onto the three
conserved quantities as
PAˆ =
∫
dΓ′ Aˆ(Γ′)
∏
a,x
δ(uˆa,x(Γ
′)−uˆa,x)/Ωˆ , (6)
where the phase-space dependence Γ′ is explicitly written
to distinguish Γ′ from Γ. The normalization Ωˆ is defined
as Ωˆ =
∫
dΓ′
∏
a,x δ(uˆa,x(Γ
′) − uˆa,x). If different phase-
space points give the same value in the coarse-grained
variables, projected observables also yield the same value
between these phase-space points [35]. Hence, with this
projection, observables are redefined only through the
coarse-grained conserved variables. From the straightfor-
ward calculation with the Markovian approximation, one
derives the equation of motion with respect to the distri-
bution ft(u). From the dynamics of the distribution, we
readily identify the corresponding Langevin dynamics by
carefully looking at the structure of the dissipative parts.
The resultant expression of the dynamics is given in the
following form [32]
∂tua,x = −∇x
[
〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LM −
∑
a′
(D a
′
a )
(A)∇xua′,x
−
∑
a′
(D a
′
a )
(S)∇xua′,x + ξa,x(t)
]
, (7)
3where the term ξa,x(t) is the noise at time t satisfying
the fluctuation dissipation relation 〈〈ξa,x(t)ξa′,x′(t
′)〉〉 =
2Ka,aδa,a′δx,x′δ(t− t′) with the bare transport coefficient
below in (9). The first line indicates the reversible terms,
while the second indicates the irreversible terms consist-
ing of noises and bare transport coefficients. The term
〈Jˆa,x〉uLM corresponds to the equilibrium current in (2),
which turns out to be given as the average with respect
to the local microcanonical ensemble ρˆLM:
ρˆLM :=
∏
a,x
δ(uˆa,x − ua,x)/Ω(u) , (8)
which is the distribution for the values {ua,x} on the
phase space, and Ω(u) is a normalization or a constrained
phase-space volume defined as Ω(u) =
∫
dΓ
∏
a,x δ(uˆa,x−
ua,x). The bare transport coefficient is expressed in terms
of the Green-Kubo like formula as:
(D a
′
a )
(S,A) =
∑
a′′
(1/2)(Ka,a′′ ±Ka′′,a)χ
a′,a′′ ,
Ka,a′ =
∫ ∞
0
dsCa,a′(s) ,
Ca,a′(s) = (ℓ/N)〈(
∑
x
QJˆa,x)(e
sL
∑
x′
QJˆa′,x′)〉eq,
(9)
where Q = 1 − P and 〈...〉eq implies the average over
the equilibrium distribution ρˆeq = e
−
∑
n
(cˆǫ,n+P0 cˆr,n)/T /Z
with the normalization factor Z, where the temperature
T and the pressure P0 are determined by a given initial
state through the total energy and length. Note that
we assume that the dynamics is near equilibrium. The
inverse susceptibility matrix element χa,a
′
is explicitly
computable [36]. A crucial property to reach the Green-
Kubo like formula is that the coarse-grained coefficient
uˆa,x is a semi-macroscopic variable compared to the con-
jugate local current Jˆa,x, which is regarded as a micro-
scopic observable defined at local sites. This physically
implies that the variables uˆa,x are robust against short-
time evolution, while the QJˆa,x rapidly changes even in
the short-time scale [32].
Ensemble equivalence leads to computable expres-
sions .— We now discuss the local equilibrium current
term 〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LM and consider how to calculate the local
microcanonical average. Note again that the local cur-
rent is the local variable defined at local sites in the unit
sector with the length ℓ as depicted in Fig.1, while the
coarse-grained variable uˆa,x is the semi-macroscopic vari-
able for sufficiently large ℓ. We then employ the standard
argument in statistical physics: the microcanonical aver-
age can be accurately replaced by the canonical average
to calculate local observables, as long as the length ℓ is
sufficiently large. We can impose the following ensemble
equivalence for the calculation of local observables
ρˆLM ∼= ρˆLG , (10)
where ρˆLG is the local Gibbs ensemble defined as
ρˆLG =
∏
x
ρˆ
(x)
LG , ρˆ
(x)
LG = e
−
∑
a=r,p,ǫ
λa,x(t) uˆa,x/Zx , (11)
where Zx is the normalization, and λ
a,x is the conjugate
variable to the phase-space-dependent conserved quanti-
ties. The conjugate variables are determined through the
conditions
〈uˆa,x〉
u
LG = ua,x . (12)
This microscopically derives the local equilibrium current
expression in terms of the local Gibbs ensemble in (2).
We next consider the projection term given in the
Green-Kubo like formula in (9). Note that 〈Jˆa,x〉uLM
can be obtained by PJˆa,x by replacing a phase-space-
dependent variable uˆa,x by a c-number value ua,x [see
definitions (6) and (8)). This implies that the projection
term is accurately computable with the ensemble equiv-
alence technique as above. Hence, through the thermal
expansion [37], one can expand the local equilibrium cur-
rent and the projection term in a unified way [38]:
〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LM∼A
a′
a δua′,x+(1/2)H
b,b′
a δub,xδub′,x+· · ·,
(PJˆa,x)∼A
a′
a δuˆa′,x+(1/2)H
b,b′
a δuˆb,xδuˆb′,x+· · ·,
(13)
where the δua,x is the deviation from the equilibrium
value. Here, we make physical comments on the Green-
Kubo like formula for the bare transport coefficients (9).
We note that the Green-Kubo like formula has a struc-
ture which eliminates the local equilibrium current be-
cause Q = 1 − P , and the projection P generates com-
pletely the same expression as in the local equilibrium
current shown in Eq.(13). The local equilibrium current
is responsible for the long-time behavior in the current,
leading to the anomalous heat transport as clarified in
Ref. [17]. From this structure, one can interpret that the
bare transport coefficients are obtained only from the
short-time physics by subtracting the long-time contri-
bution from the currents.
Comparing the dynamics (7) with the phenomenolog-
ical expression (2), one finds a discrepancy in the re-
versible terms; i.e., Eq.(7) consists of the local equilib-
rium current and the terms with D(A). We can nu-
merically find that the contribution from D(A)-term is
small [32]. However, there is no reason that this term
vanishes only from the symmetry arguments. Using the
matrix element χa,a
′
, the exact relations Kr,a = Ka,r =
0 [39] and the time-reversal symmetry Kp,ǫ = −Kǫ,p, the
structures on the matrix elements of the bare transport
coefficients, are given as follows:
D(S) =

 0, 0, 00, Kp,pχp,p 0
Kǫ,ǫχ
ǫ,r, 0, Kǫ,ǫχ
ǫ,ǫ

 ,
D(A) =

 0, 0, 0Kp,ǫχǫ,r, 0, Kp,ǫχǫ,ǫ
0, −Kp,ǫχp,p, 0

 .
(14)
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FIG. 2. Numerical demonstration of the Green-Kubo like for-
mula (9) for the element (ǫ, ǫ). Parameters: k3 = 2.0, k4 =
1.0, T = 3.0 and N = 215. (a): The correlations as a function
of time for different ℓ. C
(0)
ǫ,ǫ is the correlation function with-
out subtraction; i.e., the standard energy current correlation.
(b): Integration of the correlations up to τ . ‘Standard GK’
(black dotted line) implies
∫ τ
0
dt C
(0)
ǫ,ǫ (t), which shows clear di-
vergence. The integration for finite ℓ shows the convergence,
where the saturated values are plotted in Fig.3.
The derivation of the fluctuating hydrodynamics with
the coarse-graining and the ensemble equivalence, and
in addition, computable expression of the Green-Kubo
like formula are the first main results in this paper.
Numerical investigation.— For the rest of this study,
we present an argument based on the numerical calcula-
tion of the bare transport coefficients by using the Fermi-
Pasta-Tsingou (FPUT) chain with potential term:
V (r) = (1/2) r2 + (k3/3) r
3 + (k4/4) r
4 . (15)
The FPUT model is important in extracting the essential
physics in one-dimensional nonlinear lattices. We remark
that the hydrodynamics behavior in the long-time scale
has been numerically checked in Ref. [19].
We first show the typical behavior of the correlation
function Ca,a′(t). Here, we present the most important
element, the energy-energy correlation function Cǫ,ǫ(t),
because without subtracting structure in the currents,
it shows the power-law decay in the long-time scale, re-
sulting in the diverging heat conductivity. We present
the other elements in the supplementary material [32].
In Fig.2(a), we show the time-dependence of Cǫ,ǫ(t) for
many cases of ℓ for the system size N = 215 and temper-
ature T = 3.0 without pressure; the system parameters
are (k3, k4) = (2.0, 1.0) [40]. We also show the standard
energy current correlation that has no subtracting struc-
ture in the currents, denoted by C
(0)
ǫ,ǫ (t) for comparison.
For small ℓ, we observe small humps in the time-domain.
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FIG. 3. Bare transport coefficients versus coarse-graining
length ℓ. For same system parameters in Fig.2, we computed
the integration of the Green-Kubo like formula with different
ℓ for three system sizes: N = 29, 212 and 215. The values for
the same ℓ do not differ between different N , and eventually
saturate for sufficiently large ℓ. This implies that the bare
transport coefficients for each system can be uniquely deter-
mined for 1 ≪ ℓ ≪ N . The integration are performed up to
τ = 100 as in Fig.2(b) for all cases.
These humps occur every ℓ/c where c is the sound veloc-
ity (c ∼ 1.54) reflected from the sound propagation [41].
As ℓ increases, the amplitudes of humps decrease and the
overall functional structures collapse into the same curve,
where finite values are seen only for small-time scale. In
Fig.2(b), integration up to τ is shown for the correla-
tion functions in Fig.2(a). The integration of standard
energy current correlation denoted by ‘Standard GK’ is
also presented, which shows clear divergence. In con-
trast, the integral of Cǫ,ǫ(t) with finite ℓ converges for
sufficiently large ℓ. The main contribution in the satu-
rated integration is given from the short-time behavior
in the correlation.
In Fig.3, we show the bare transport coefficients
Kǫ,ǫ computed via the Green-Kubo formula for different
coarse-graining lengths ℓ. Particularly, we consider three
different system sizes, N = 29, 212 and 215, and compute
the bare transport coefficients for different ℓ. The figure
shows that the same coarse-graining length give same
values even when the system sizes are different. For suf-
ficiently large coarse-graining length, the bare transport
coefficients are uniquely determined [42]. We stress that
the order of limitation in the formula (9) is critical, i.e.,
Ka,a′ = limτ→∞ limN→∞
∫ τ
0 dsCa,a′(s) with the condi-
tion 1 ≪ ℓ ≪ N . Using the saturated functional form
for sufficiently large ℓ, one can estimate the values of
bare transport coefficients (Kp,p,Kp,ǫ(=−Kǫ,p),Kǫ,ǫ) ∼
(0.2×10, 0.2×10−2, 0.1×10). The numerical demonstra-
tion on the bare transport coefficient is the second main
result in this paper.
Summary.— To summarize, in this study we present
a microscopic theory to derive the fluctuating hydrody-
namics in nonlinear lattices. The coarse-graining proce-
dure with the projection technique gives the relation of
5the variable ua,x and microscopic original variables. The
ensemble equivalence plays a critical role for justifying
the use of local Gibbs ensemble. This technique is also
useful to accurately compute the Green-Kubo like for-
mula of the bare transport coefficients. Numerical calcu-
lations demonstrates that the bare transport coefficients
are determined for a sufficiently large coarse-graining
length. It is an interesting problem to connect the lat-
tice dynamics discussed here to fluid dynamics that have
been studied so far, such as probabilistic approach [43]
and macroscopic hydrodynamics [44–46]. We hope that
the microscopic theory presented here can provide use-
ful information in the other type of application [47], and
gives a possibility to extend the fluctuating hydrodynam-
ics to different classes of many-body systems such as sys-
tems with broken time-reversal symmetry and long-range
systems [48, 49].
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SETUP
We consider anN -particle system. Let Γ be the entire phase space; i.e., Γ = (r1, p1, r2, p2, · · · , rN , pN ), where rn and
pn respectively stand for the values of the stretch and the momentum at any site n. For an arbitrary physical quantity
a, we use the notation aˆ to mean that it is a phase-space dependent variable; i.e., its value is determined as soon as
the phase space is specified. For instance, rˆn = rn and pˆn = pn for the phase space Γ = (r1, p1, r2, p2, · · · , rN , pN ).
The quantity without the symbol ˆ is a c-number value. With this notation, the Hamiltonian is described as
Hˆ =
N∑
n=1
pˆ2n
2
+ V (rˆn) , (rn = qn+1 − qn) , (S.1)
with the periodic boundary conditions, rn+N = rn and pn+N = pn. Note that we use the stretch variable rn instead
of the position qn for the phase space. To obtain the boundary condition rn+N = rn, we prepare an infinite line where
infinite number of particles are set. Then, we set the configuration in order that the boundary condition is satisfied.
Schematic on the periodic boundary condition is depicted in Fig.S4(a).
Clearly, we have three conserved quantities: the stretch (rˆn, momentum pˆn, and energy ǫˆn) and the local energy is
defined as
ǫˆn =
pˆ2n
2
+ V (rˆn) . (S.2)
We use the simple notation cˆa,n (a = r, p, ǫ) to express cˆa,n
∣∣
a=r
= rˆn, cˆa,n
∣∣
a=p
= pˆn, and cˆa,n
∣∣
a=ǫ
= ǫˆn. If we write
ca,n, it implies a c-number value.
Let ρˆt be a density distribution at any time t whose time evolution is determined by the Liouville equation:
∂tρˆt =
{
Hˆ, ρˆt
}
=
∑
n
(∂Hˆ/∂qˆn)(∂ρˆt/∂pˆn)− (∂Hˆ/∂pˆn)(∂ρˆt/∂qˆn)
=
N∑
n=1
(∂Hˆ/∂rˆn−1 − ∂Hˆ/∂rˆn)(∂ρˆt/∂pˆn)− (∂Hˆ/∂pˆn)(∂ρˆt/∂rˆn−1 − ∂ρˆt/∂rˆn) =: Lρˆt , (S.3)
where at the last line, we symbolically write the equation introducing the Liouville operator L. With the Liouville
operator, one can write ρˆt = e
Ltρˆ where ρˆ is a function of the initial phase space. Similarly, the variable that evolves
in time denoted by cˆta,n is expressed as a function of the initial phase space as cˆ
t
a,n = e
L
†tcˆa,n. Furthermore, the
continuity equation in this notation is given as
∂tcˆ
t
a,n =
{
cˆta,n, Hˆ
}
= −(jˆta,n+1 − jˆ
t
a,n) , (S.4)
through which one finds the expressions for the local currents as follows:
jˆr,n = −pˆn , jˆp,n = −
∂V (rˆn−1)
∂rˆn−1
, jˆǫ,n = −pˆn
∂V (rˆn−1)
∂rˆn−1
. (S.5)
ℓn−coordinate
x−coordinate
(b)
(a)
q0 q1 q2 qN qN+1 qN+2
r0 r1 rN rN+1
rn+N = rn
pn+N = pn
{cˆa,n, jˆa,n}
{uˆa,x, Jˆa,x} {uˆa,x+1, Jˆa,x+1}
FIG. S4: (a): Schematic for the periodic boundary conditions rn+N = rn and pn+N = pn. With these
boundary conditions, the phase space is safely spanned with the variables {rn, pn} instead of {qn, pn}.
(b): Schematic picture of the coarse-graining.
COARSE-GRAINING
We define a coarse-graining on the variables as
uˆa,x := (1/ℓ)
xℓ∑
n=(x−1)ℓ+1
cˆa,n , x = 1, · · · , N/ℓ , (S.6)
That is, we introduce the new x-coordinate with the unit consisting of ℓ sites. For each site x, we assign coarse-
grained variables uˆa,x. Note that
∑
x uˆa,x are conserved. Hence, we can define the local current for any coarse-grained
variable. Similarly, the continuity equation for coarse-grained variables uˆa,x is given by
∂tuˆ
t
a,x =
{
uˆta,x, Hˆ
}
= −∇xJˆ
t
a,x , (S.7)
where the derivative ∇x, acting on an arbitrary operator Aˆx, is defined as ∇xAˆx := (1/ℓ)(Aˆx+1− Aˆx), and the current
is given by
Jˆa,x = jˆa,(x−1)ℓ+1 . (S.8)
This implies the current for the coarse-grained variable is defined at the edge of the unit sector. For a sufficiently
large coarse-graining length ℓ, the coarse-grained variable uˆa,x becomes a semi-macroscopic variable, while the local
current Jˆa,x is a microscopic local variable defined at local sites.
THE DISTRIBUTION OF COARSE-GRAINING QUANTITIES AND THE MASTER EQUATION
We define
δ(uˆ− u) :=
∏
a=r,p,ǫ
∏
x
δ(uˆa,x − ua,x) . (S.9)
We then define the distribution function of coarse-grained conserved quantities as
ft(u) :=
∫
dΓρˆt(Γ)δ(uˆ(Γ)− u) . (S.10)
Here
∫
dΓ denotes the integration over the phase space; i.e.,
∫
dΓ Aˆ(Γ) =
∏N
n=1
∫∞
−∞
drn
∫∞
−∞
dpn Aˆ(r1, p1, · · · , rN , pN )
by explicitly writing the phase-space dependence for the variable. In what follows, we explicitly write the phase-space
dependence if necessary. In addition, we introduce the projection operator P , which acts on an arbitrary variable Aˆ,
as
(PAˆ) [Γ] :=
∫
dΓ′ Aˆ(Γ′) δ(uˆ(Γ′)− uˆ(Γ))/Ω(uˆ(Γ)) ,
Ω(uˆ(Γ)) :=
∫
dΓ′ δ(uˆ(Γ′)− uˆ(Γ)) .
(S.11)
Note that if uˆa,x(Γ1) = uˆa,x(Γ2) ∀ a, x, then (PAˆ) [Γ1] = (PAˆ) [Γ2]. Thus, the projection redefines the observables in
terms of conserved quantities.
We note the following relation:
∂tft(u) = ∂t
∫
dΓρˆt(Γ) δ(uˆ(Γ)− u) =
∫
dΓρˆt(Γ)
∑
a,x
∇xJˆa,x(Γ)
δ
δua,x
δ(uˆ(Γ)− u) . (S.12)
We insert the formal relation ρt = Pρt +Qρt to get the closed form in terms of the distribution ft(u). To this end,
we note the expression
Qρˆt =
∫ t
−∞
dse(t−s)QLQLPρs =
∫ t
−∞
ds
∫
Du′e(t−s)QLQ
∑
a′,x′
(∇x′ Jˆa′,x′)δ(uˆ− u
′)
δ
δu′a′,x′
(fs(u
′)/Ω(u′)) , (S.13)
where
∫
Du :=
∏
a,x
∫
dua,x. After some manipulations, one gets the following expression
∂tft(u) =
∑
a,x
δ
δua,x
(〈∇xJˆa,x〉
u
LMft(u))
+
∑
a,x
∑
a′,x′
δ
δua,x
∫ t
−∞
ds
∫
Du′Ω(u)(∇x∇x′Kax,a′x′(u, u
′; t− s))
δ
δua′,x′
(fs(u
′)/Ω(u′)) ,
Kax,a′x′(u, u
′; t− s) = 〈(QJˆa,x)(e
(t−s)QLδ(uˆ− u′)QJˆa′,x′)〉
u
LM ,
(S.14)
where 〈...〉uLM implies the average over a local microcanonical ensemble ρˆLM(Γ) defined as
ρˆLM(Γ) := δ(uˆ(Γ)− u)/Ω(u) ,
Ω(u) :=
∫
dΓ δ(uˆ(Γ)− u) .
(S.15)
This is the microcanonical ensemble for each sector x assigning the c-number values {ua,x}.
We physically consider the term Kax,a′x′(u, u
′; t − s) in (S.14), which is eventually reduced to the bare transport
coefficients. Note that the current Jˆa,x is defined very locally at one sector of the x-coordinate, as in (S.8); see the
schematic picture in Fig.S5. Namely, the term Kax,a′x′(u, u
′; t − s) is the correlation function between the locally
defined observables. We set a sufficiently large coarse-graining length ℓ by which the coarse-grained variable uˆ becomes
semi-macroscopic compared to the local current Jˆa,x. In addition to this, we note that the projection Q physically
eliminates the hydrodynamic mode in the currents at the nonlinear level. Having these in mind, we make one
assumption: the Markovian approximation for the term Kax,a′x′(u, u
′; t − s), meaning that this term rapidly decays
in time. Under this assumption, we consider the dynamics of macroscopic variable uˆ during the decaying time. In
general, macroscopic variables are robust against the short-time evolution; i.e., their values do not change much in
time, while the microscopic variables rapidly change in time. Applying this general property to the variables uˆ and
QJˆa,x, one expects that the time evolution of the variable uˆ does not change much for the short-decay time while
QJˆa,x rapidly decays. Therefore, it is physically reasonable to approximate as 〈(QJˆa,x)(e(t−s)QLδ(uˆ−u′)QJˆa′,x′〉uLM ∼
〈(QJˆa,x)(e(t−s)QLQJˆa′,x′)δ(uˆ−u′))〉uLM = 〈(QJˆa,x)(e
(t−s)QLQJˆa′,x′))〉uLMδ(u−u
′). In this physical picture, we proceed
one-step further, rewriting the master equation as follows:
∂tft(u) =
∑
a,x
δ
δua,x
(〈∇xJˆa,x〉
u
LMft(u))
+
∑
a,x
∑
a′,x′
δ
δua,x
Ω(u)(∇x∇x′Kax,a′x′(u))
δ
δua′,x′
(ft(u)/Ω(u)) , (S.16)
Kax,a′x′(u) :=
∫ ∞
0
ds 〈(QJˆa,x)(e
sQLQJˆa′,x′)〉
u
LM . (S.17)
ℓn−coordinate
x−coordinateJˆa,x Jˆa,x+1
FIG. S5: Schematic indicating that the current is located at the local sites in each sector
Here, we confine ourselves to consider the near-equilibrium regime in order that we can reasonably replace the average
〈...〉uLM in Eq.(S.17) by the equilibrium distribution, which is determined through the total energy and the total length
for a given initial state. For a later convenience in deriving the corresponding Langevin dynamics, we introduce the
symmetric and the anti-symmetric coefficients as
Kax,a′x′ =
∫ ∞
0
ds 〈(QJˆa,x)(e
sQLQJˆa′,x′)〉eq ,
K
(S,A)
ax,a′x′ := (1/2) (Kax,a′x′ ±Ka′x′,ax) .
(S.18)
We then rewrite the master equation as
∂tft(u) =
∑
a,x
δ
δua,x

(〈∇xJˆa,x〉uLM + ∑
a′,x′
(∇xK
(A)
ax,a′x′)(∇x′λ
a′,x′))ft(u)


+
∑
a,x
∑
a′,x′
δ
δua,x
Ω(u)(∇x∇x′K
(S)
ax,a′x′)
δ
δua′,x′
(ft(u)/Ω(u)) , (S.19)
λa
′,x′ :=
δ
δua′,x′
logΩ(u) . (S.20)
FLUCTUATING HYDRODYNAMICS
We start with the Langevin equation near equilibrium of the form:
∂tua,x = −∇x

〈Jˆa,x〉uLM + ∑
a′,x′
Kax,a′x′∇x′(δS/δua′x′) + ξa,x(t)


= −∇x

〈Jˆa,x〉uLM + ∑
a′,x′
K
(A)
ax,a′x′∇x′(δS/δua′,x′) +
∑
a′,x′
K
(S)
ax,a′x′∇x′(δS/δua′,x′) + ξa,x(t)

 , (S.21)
S = logΩ(u) , (S.22)
where S is the thermodynamic entropy and we impose the fluctuation-dissipation relation for the noise terms
〈〈ξa,x(t)ξa′,x′(t
′)〉〉 = 2K
(S)
ax,a′x′δ(t− t
′) , (S.23)
where 〈〈...〉〉 is a noise average. Here, we should note that the fluctuation-dissipation relation is imposed for the
symmetric part only. In addition, we impose the following thermodynamic relation, from the analogy of the standard
thermodynamic relation, such as the relation between the entropy, energy and inverse temperature:
(δS/δua′,x′) = λ
a′,x′ . (S.24)
Through straightforward calculations, one gets the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation for the distribution of
{ua,x}, denoted by Pt(u), as:
∂tPt(u) =
∑
a,x
δ
δua,x

(〈∇xJˆa,x〉uLM + ∑
a′,x′
(∇xK
(A)
ax,a′x′)(∇x′λ
a′,x′))Pt(u)


+
∑
a,x
∑
a′,x′
δ
δua,x
Ω(u)(∇x∇x′K
(S)
ax,a′x′)
δ
δua′,x′
(Pt(u)/Ω(u)) , (S.25)
which is identical to Eq.(S.19).
Furthermore, one can proceed on the Langevin-type equation (S.21) as follows
∂tua,x = −∇x

〈Jˆa,x〉uLM + ∑
a′,x′
K
(A)
ax,a′x′∇x′λ
a′,x′ +
∑
a′,x′
K
(S)
ax,a′x′∇x′λ
a′,x′ + ξa,x(t)


∼ −∇x
[
〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LM +
∑
a′
K
(A)
a,a′∇xλ
a′,x +
∑
a′
K
(S)
a,a′∇xλ
a′,x + ξa,x(t)
]
= −∇x

〈Jˆa,x〉uLM + ∑
a′,a′′
K
(A)
a,a′χ
a′′,a′∇xua′,x +
∑
a′,a′′
K
(S)
a,a′′χ
a′′,a′∇xua′,x + ξa,x(t)

 , (S.26)
χa
′′,a′ := −(∂λa
′′x/∂ua′x)eq , (S.27)
where we replace ∇x′λa
′,x′ by ∇xλa
′,x assuming a fast decay in the coefficients K
(S,A)
ax,a′x′ with respect to the distance
|x − x′|. This approximation is quite reasonable because we are taking the coarse-graining picture where even one
site in the x-coordinate already includes ℓ sites in the original n-coordinate. The coefficients K
(S,A)
a,a′ are defined
as K
(S,A)
a,a′ :=
∑
x′ K
(S,A)
ax,a′x′ . Note that the dependence of x on the coefficients disappears owing to the translational
invariance of the system. If we further define (D a
′
a )
(S,A) :=
∑
a′′ K
(S,A)
a,a′′ χ
a′′,a′ , then the hydrodynamics can be written
in a more familiar form:
∂tua,x = −∇x
[
〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LM −
∑
a′
(D a
′
a )
(A)∇xua′,x −
∑
a′
(D a
′
a )
(S)∇xua′,x + ξa,x(t)
]
,
〈〈ξa,xξa′,x′〉〉 = 2Ka,aδa,a′δx,x′δ(t− t
′) ,
(S.28)
where for the fluctuation dissipation relation, we use the matrix structure of K, (S.50), which is addressed in sub-
sequent section. Note that the terms 〈Jˆa,x〉LM −
∑
a′(D
a′
a )
(A)∇xua′,x are regarded as a reversible part in the cur-
rent, while the terms −
∑
a′(D
a′
a )
(S)∇xua′,x are the dissipation part that connects to thermal noises ξa,x(t) via the
fluctuation-dissipation relation.
Using the translational invariance in the system, one can write the Green-Kubo like formula for the bare transport
coefficients as
K
(S,A)
a,a′ = (1/2)(Ka,a′ ±Ka′,a) , (S.29)
Ka,a′ =
∑
x′
Kax,a′x′ =
∫ ∞
0
ds 〈(QJˆa,x)(e
QLsQ
∑
x′
Jˆa′,x′)〉eq
= (ℓ/N)
∫ ∞
0
ds 〈(
∑
x
QJˆa,x)(e
QLsQ
∑
x′
Jˆa′,x′)〉eq (S.30)
∼ (ℓ/N)
∫ ∞
0
ds 〈(
∑
x
QJˆa,x)(e
LsQ
∑
x′
Jˆa′,x′)〉eq , (S.31)
where we replace eQLs by eLs, which is addressed again in the subsequent section.
ENSEMBLE EQUIVALENCE
We first discuss the current term averaged over the local microcanonical distribution and write it in terms of the
current in the original n-coordinate as
〈∇xJˆa,x〉
u
LM = (1/ℓ)( 〈jˆa,xℓ+1〉
u
LM − 〈jˆa,(x−1)ℓ+1〉
u
LM ) . (S.32)
This implies that the average is calculated only for the local site within the ℓ sites; see Fig.S5 again. Let us focus on
the second term in (S.32) and express it more explicitly as:
〈jˆa,(x−1)ℓ+1〉LM =
∫
dΓ jˆa,n(Γ)ρˆLM (Γ)
∣∣
n=(x−1)ℓ+1
=
∫
dΓ jˆa,n(Γ)

∏
x′
∏
a′=r,p,ǫ
δ(uˆa′,x′ − ua′,x′)/Ω(u)

 ∣∣∣
n=(x−1)ℓ+1
. (S.33)
The explicit description (S.33) shows that the local observable is averaged with the microcanonical ensemble for ℓ
particles. From this structure, for a sufficiently large ℓ, one can accurately impose the ensemble equivalence
ρˆLM ∼= ρˆLG , (S.34)
ρˆLG :=
∏
x
ρˆ
(x)
LG , ρˆ
(x)
LG = e
−
∑
a
λa,xuˆa,x/Zx , (S.35)
where Zx is the normalization. The parameter λ
a,x, for all a and x, is determined by the conditions:
〈uˆa,x〉
u
LG = ua,x , and equivalently
〈cˆa,n〉
u
LG = ua,x , for (x − 1)ℓ+ 1 ≤ n ≤ xℓ .
(S.36)
where 〈...〉LG implies the average over the local Gibbs ensemble. The ensemble equivalence justifies the recipe that
has been employed to obtain the local equilibrium current in the nonlinear fluctuating hydrodynamics. Up to the
second order, one can expand the current expression as follows:
〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LM
∼= 〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LG
=
∑
a′
A a
′
a δua′,x +
∑
b,b′
(1/2)H b,b
′
a δub,xδub′x +O((δu)
3) , (S.37)
where δua,x := ua,x − ueqa,x and u
eq
a,x is an equilibrium value. The detailed expressions of tensors A and H are given
in Ref.[1].
We next consider the projection of the current (PJˆa,x)(Γ) and note that the mathematical structure is the same
as that in (S.33) except that this case contains phase-space dependent variables. From this observation, one can
immediately find the connection between the projection to the local Gibbs ensemble. Therefore, with the ensemble
equivalence idea, this connection leads to the following approximation:
(PJˆa,x)(Γ) =
∫
dΓ′ jˆa,n(Γ
′)

∏
x′
∏
a′=r,p,ǫ
δ(uˆa′,x′(Γ
′)− ua′,x′(Γ))/Ω(uˆ(Γ))

 ∣∣∣
n=(x−1)ℓ+1
∼=
∫
dΓ′ jˆa,n(Γ
′)
∏
x′
e−
∑
a′ λˆ
a′,x′ (Γ)uˆa′,x′(Γ
′)/Zˆ(Γ)
∣∣
n=(x−1)ℓ+1
, (S.38)
where the phase-dependent parameter λˆa,x(Γ), for all a and x, is determined by the conditions:∫
dΓ′uˆa,x(Γ
′)
∏
x′
e−
∑
a′ λˆ
a′,x′ (Γ)uˆa′,x′ (Γ
′)/Zˆ(Γ) = uˆa,x(Γ) , and equivalently,
∫
dΓ′cˆa,n(Γ
′)
∏
x′
e−
∑
a′ λˆ
a′,x′ (Γ)uˆa′,x′ (Γ
′)/Zˆ(Γ) = uˆa,x(Γ) , for (x− 1)ℓ+ 1 ≤ n ≤ xℓ .
(S.39)
From this mathematical structure, one can formally expand this with the same coefficient as in (S.37):
(PJˆa,x)(Γ) ∼=
∑
a′
A a
′
a δuˆa′,x +
∑
b,b′
(1/2)H b,b
′
a δuˆb,xδuˆb′,x +O((δuˆ)
3) . (S.40)
PHYSICAL ARGUMENT ON (S.31)
In the previous section, we employed the ensemble equivalence from the physical point of view. With this picture,
we revisit the Green-Kubo like formula (S.31), focusing on the replacement eQLs by eLs.
In order to physically argue on this replacement, we begin by looking at the quantity Rˆs = e
sQL(
∑
x′ QJˆa′,x′),
which obeys the dynamics:
∂sRˆs = (L− PL)Rˆs . (S.41)
Furthermore, we consider the projection part PLRˆs which is given as
(PLRˆs)(Γ) =
∫
dΓ′
{
Hˆ(Γ′), Rˆs(Γ
′)
}
e−
∑
a′,x′ λˆ
a′,x′(Γ)uˆa′,x′ (Γ
′)/Zˆ(Γ)
=
∫
dΓ′
{
e−
∑
a′,x′ λˆ
a′,x′ (Γ)uˆa′,x′ (Γ
′)/Zˆ(Γ), Hˆ(Γ′)
}
Rˆs(Γ
′) , (S.42)
where {..., ...} implies the Poisson bracket. For this expression, we expand the local Gibbs distribution from the
equilibrium distribution ρˆeq(Γ
′). In detail, let δuˆa,x(Γ) be a deviation from the equilibrium value u
eq
a,x, δuˆa,x(Γ) :=
uˆa,x(Γ)− ueqa,x. Then, we obtain the following expansion
(S.42) =
∫
dΓ′
{
ρˆeq(Γ
′)
(
1 +
∑
a,x
δuˆa,x(Γ
′)
∑
a′
χa,a
′
δuˆa′,x(Γ) + · · ·
)
, Hˆ(Γ′)
}
Rˆs(Γ
′)
=
∫
dΓ′ρˆeq(Γ
′)
(∑
a,x
{
δuˆa,x(Γ
′), Hˆ(Γ′)
}∑
a′
χa,a
′
δuˆa′,x(Γ) + · · ·
)
Rˆs(Γ
′)
= −
∑
a,x
(∫
dΓ′ρˆeq(Γ
′)Rˆs(Γ
′)∇xJˆa,x(Γ
′)
)∑
a′
χa,a
′
δuˆa′,x(Γ) +O((δuˆ(Γ))
2)
= −
∑
a,x
(
∇x
∫
dΓ′ρˆeq(Γ
′)Rˆs(Γ
′)Jˆa,x(Γ
′)
)∑
a′
χa,a
′
δuˆa′,x(Γ) +O((δuˆ(Γ))
2)
= O((δuˆ(Γ))2) , (S.43)
where χa,a
′
is defined in (S.27) and the relation (S.7) is used to write the equation in terms of the current variables.
Here, we consider the function Rˆs that satisfies a transnational invariance, namely, it does not depend on x. From
this calculation, one finds that the contribution of the projection part PLRˆs starts from the second order of δuˆ. This
implies esQL is dominated by esL at near equilibrium assuming that the deviation from the equilibrium value δuˆa,x
is small. We should also recall that the variable uˆa,x is semi-macroscopic: it does not change much in the short-time
evolution (For large ℓ, one expects that the amplitudes of (δuˆ)2 should be the order 1/ℓ at each time, and hence
the overall structure of the correlation 〈(
∑
xQJˆa,x)(e
QLsQ
∑
x′ Jˆa′,x′)〉eq for short time scale is determined by up to
the first orders. We also expect that higher orders can contribute to suppress the hydrodynamic modes in the large
time-scale). From this physical argument, we expect that the replacement by 〈(
∑
xQJˆa,x)(e
LsQ
∑
x′ Jˆa′,x′)〉eq should
not cause a significant error for computing the time-integral, even at quantitative level.
MATRIX STRUCTURE OF THE BARE TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS
Note the condition (S.36):
〈cˆa,n〉
u
LG =
∫
dΓncˆa,ne
−
∑
a=r,p,ǫ
λa,x cˆa,n/Zn = ua,x , (S.44)
for (x − 1)ℓ + 1 ≤ n ≤ xℓ. Here, Γn is the phase space for the nth particle only and Zn is the normalization. Based
on this expression, we first recall χa,a
′
= −(∂λa,x/∂ua′,x)eq gives the inverse susceptibility matrix. Then, one readily
find its components from the susceptibility matrix χa′,a = −(∂ua′,x/∂λa,x)eq = 〈cˆa′,ncˆa,n〉eq − 〈cˆa′,n〉eq〈cˆa,n〉eq. Note
that χa′,a = −(∂ua′,x/∂λa,x)eq is independent of the site and hence, the matrix χa,a
′
is also site-independent. In
addition, the structure of the inverse susceptibility matrix elements χa,a
′
are given by
 χrr 0 χrǫ0 χpp 0
χǫr 0 χǫǫ

 , (S.45)
with the following expressions for the finite matrix elements
χrr = (1/N )(〈V (rˆ);V (rˆ)〉eq + β
−2/2) , χrǫ = −(1/N )〈V (rˆ); rˆ〉eq , (S.46)
χpp = β , (S.47)
χǫr = χrǫ , χǫǫ = (1/N )〈rˆ; rˆ〉eq , (S.48)
N = 〈rˆ; rˆ〉eq〈V (rˆ);V (rˆ)〉eq − 〈rˆ;V (rˆ)〉
2
eq + (β
−2/2)〈rˆ; rˆ〉eq , (S.49)
where β is the inverse temperature and 〈aˆ; bˆ〉eq := 〈aˆbˆ〉eq − 〈aˆ〉eq〈bˆ〉eq.
We next consider the structures of matrices K and D. Noting the identity (P pˆn) = pˆn leads to (QJˆr,x) =
(Q(−pˆn,x))
∣∣
n=(x−1)ℓ+1
= 0, one generally finds Ka,r = Kr,a = 0 for any a component. Furthermore, from the
time-reversal symmetry, one obtains Kǫ,p = −Kp,ǫ. Hence, we have the following matrix structure on K(S,A):
K(S) =

 0, 0, 00, Kpp, 0
0, 0, Kǫǫ

 , K(A) =

 0, 0, 00, 0, Kpǫ
0, −Kpǫ, 0

 . (S.50)
From the structures of matrices χ and K, we also find the following matrix structure on D:
D(S) =

 0, 0, 00, Kppχpp, 0
Kǫǫχ
ǫr, 0, Kǫǫχ
ǫǫ

 , D(A) =

 0, 0, 0Kpǫχǫr, 0, Kpǫχǫǫ
0, −Kpǫχ
pp, 0

 . (S.51)
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS
We consider the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam-Tsingou (FPUT) model whose potential is given by
V (rˆ) = (1/2)rˆ2 + (K3/3)rˆ
3 + (K4/3)rˆ
3 . (S.52)
and also consider the Green-Kubo like formula:
Ka,a′ =
∫ ∞
0
dtCa,a′(t) , (S.53)
Ca,a′(t) = (ℓ/N)〈(
∑
x
QJˆa,x)(e
LtQ
∑
x′
Jˆa′,x′)〉eq . (S.54)
For the projection, we use the ensemble equivalence technique (S.40), employing up to the second order with respect
to δuˆ(Γ). Furthermore, we confine ourselves to consider the equilibrium distribution characterized by the temperature
only. We do not show the results for finite pressure cases here because they give qualitatively the same results. In
addition, we fix the parameters (k3, k4, T ) = (2.0, 1.0, 3.0) as in the main text. We perform the numerical calculations
up to the system size N = 215. In Fig.S6, we show the time dependence of the correlation functions for possible
combinations of a and a′. The function C
(0)
a,a′(t) is a standard correlation function defined as
C
(0)
a,a′(t) = (1/N)〈(
∑
n
jˆa,n)(e
Lt
∑
n′
jˆa′,n′)〉eq . (S.55)
Below, we list properties for each correlation function.
• Cp,p(t): The standard correlation without subtracting structure, C
(0)
p,p(t) is a constant at t = ∞, be-
cause the momentum current has a finite overlap with the conserved quantity in the inner product, i.e.,
〈(
∑
n jˆp,n)(
∑
n′ cˆr,n′)〉eq 6= 0. In case of the function Cp,p(t), this property is resolved because of the sub-
tracting structure with projection. Although the second order approximation (S.40) is not a perfect projection,
Cpp(t =∞)→ 0 is satisfied for sufficiently large coarse-graining length ℓ. For small ℓ, there are humps for every
time period ℓ/c where c is the sound velocity (c ∼ 1.54 in this case). As increasing ℓ, the amplitudes of humps
become smaller, and the overall functional forms are eventually collapsed onto the same curve where only short
time scale has the finite value. The collapsed curve is zero for t & 10.0. From this structure, we can estimate
Kp,p ∼ 0.2× 10.
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FIG. S6: Typical time-evolution for the correlation functions. Parameters: (k3, k4, T ) = (2.0, 1.0, 3.0).
• Cp,ǫ(t): Note Cp,ǫ(0) = 0 from the time-reversal symmetry. For the finite times, there is no reason the correlation
must be small from the symmetry argument alone. In Fig.S6, we observe that the overall functional form of
Cp,ǫ(t) is collapsed onto the same curve for sufficiently large ℓ. The collapsed curve is almost zero for t & 5.0.
From this structure, one can estimate Kp,ǫ = −Kǫ,p ∼ 0.2× 10−2. Although this is small, one cannot deny that
finite values of Kp,ǫ and Kǫ,p might cause macroscopic effects.
• Cǫ,ǫ(t): Note that C
(0)
ǫ,ǫ (t) shows a power-law decay, leading to the divergence of the heat conductivity. However,
the power-law behavior is suppressed in Cǫ,ǫ(t) and the integration is saturated as shown in the main text (Not
shown here. See the main text.). Similarly to Cp,p(t), there are hump-structure for small ℓ for every time period
ℓ/c. As increasing ℓ, the amplitudes of humps become smaller, and the overall functional forms are eventually
collapsed onto the same curve where only short time scale has the finite value. The saturation in the integration
needs longer time (∼ 100.0) than the above two cases. From this structure, we can estimate Kǫ,ǫ ∼ 0.1× 10.
THERMODYNAMIC STRUCTURE: STABILITY ARGUMENT
We discuss the thermodynamic structure for the equations
∂tua,x = −∇x
[
〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LG +
∑
a′
Ka,a′∇xλ
a′,x + ξa,x(t)
]
,
〈〈ξa,x(t)ξa′,x′(t
′)〉〉 = 2Ka,aδa,a′δx,x′δ(t− t
′) ,
(S.56)
which is equivalent to Eq.(S.28). Note that we use the local Gibbs ensemble for the local equilibrium current. We
transform from the variable ua,x to the new variable ha,x defined as
ha,x = ℓ
x∑
x′=0
ua,x′ , (S.57)
where we set ua,x′=0 = 0. The equation (S.56) is then written with this new variable as
∂tha,x = −〈Jˆa,x〉LG −
∑
a′
Ka,a′∇xλ
a′,x + ξa,x(t) , (S.58)
where 〈Jˆa,x〉LG is the representation of 〈Jˆa,x〉
u
LG using the variables {ha,x}. The variables {λ
a,x} are also regarded
as functions of h. Let P hF be a transition probability of a given forward path {ha,x(t = 0)} → · · · → {ha,x(t = τ)},
and let P hB be a transition probability for the corresponding backward path {h˜a,x(t = τ)} → · · · → {h˜a,x(t = 0)},
where ˜ implies the time-reversal of the variables. From the one-to-one mapping between the variables h and u, one
can respectively define PuF and P
u
B for the forward and backward transition probabilities in terms of the variables
ua,x, i.e., {ua,x(t = 0)} → · · · → {ua,x(t = τ)} for the forward path, and {u˜a,x(t = τ)} → · · · → {u˜a,x(t = 0)} for the
backward path, respectively. Note here that λ˜p,x = −λp,x and λ˜ǫ,x = λǫ,x. From the Gaussian property of the noise
term in (S.58), one can immediately finds the following relation
PuB/P
u
F = P
h
B/P
h
F = e
−
∫
τ
0
dtQt , (S.59)
Qt = 1/(4Kp,p)
∑
x
[∂thp,x + 〈Jp,x〉LG −Kp,p∇xλ
p,x −Kp,ǫ∇xλ
ǫ,x]2
+ 1/(4Kǫ,ǫ)
∑
x
[−∂thǫ,x − 〈Jp,x〉LG −Kǫ,p∇xλ
p,x +Kǫ,ǫ∇xλ
ǫ,x]2
− 1/(4Kp,p)
∑
x
[∂thp,x + 〈Jp,x〉LG +Kp,p∇xλ
p,x +Kp,ǫ∇xλ
ǫ,x]2
− 1/(4Kǫ,ǫ)
∑
x
[∂thǫ,x + 〈Jp,x〉LG +Kǫ,p∇xλ
p,x +Kǫ,ǫ∇xλ
ǫ,x]2
=
∑
x
[−(∂thp,x + 〈Jp,x〉LG)∇xλ
p,x − (∂thǫ,x + 〈Jǫ,x〉LG)∇xλ
ǫ,x]
=
∑
x
[−∂thp,x∇xλ
p,x − ∂thǫ,x∇xλ
ǫ,x] =
∑
x
[∂tup,xλ
p,x + ∂tuǫ,xλ
ǫ,x] , (S.60)
where we use Kǫ,p = −Kp,ǫ and we note that the local equilibrium current does not contribute to the entropy
production. From this structure with the standard argument in the stochastic thermodynamics, one can immediately
find that the total entropy production Stot during τ is given as follows
Stot =
∫ τ
0
dt〈Qt〉0 − 〈ln fτ ({u˜})〉0 + 〈ln f0({u})〉0 , (S.61)
where ft({u}) is the distribution function at time t and 〈...〉0 is an average over the initial distribution. The equation
of fluctuating hydrodynamics steadily evolve in time satisfying the nonnegativity of the total entropy production rate
∂τStot ≥ 0.
[1] H. Spohn, Nonlinear Fluctuating Hydrodynamics for Anharmonic Chains, arXiv:1305.6412. (We here cite the
arXiv version, because several typos in the equations were corrected)
